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With 'the help of a potEntial so cl:osen as to, in a sense, just satisfy the saruration requirements· 
and the various experimEntal data on the deuteron, and nudeon-nuci£On scattering at low· energies1 

the neutron proton differential scattering ctcss-section rr (O) is calculated at 100Mev .and 260Mev in 
Born's approximation. The Error due to the use of Earn's approximation at 100Mev is estimated. 
The calculated cross-sectior.s are in fair agreement with experiment and indic~tte the desi~ability of 
mak_ing an exact phase shift calculation of rr (II) for this potential. 

§ I. Introduction 

It is well ·known that the meson theory of nuclear forces does not enable one to 
arrive at an unambiguous expression for the nucleon nucleon potential. One, therefore, 
usually proceeds by writing down the most general form of the potential with so~e radial 
dependence (Yukawa, exponential or square well type) and sets out to determine by trial 
and error the various constants in the general expression . for nucleon nucleon interaction 
from the diverse experimental data on the deuteron, and low and high energy p-p and 
p-n scattering. Many attempts of this kind have been made in the past : we refer here 
to the work of Christian and Hart1l whose work, as far as is known to us, has not since 
been superseded. They found that the high energy (up to about 300 Mev) n-p scat
tering data available up to the time their work was written (1950) could be best ex~ 
plained by assuming that the interaction vanishes in states of odd orbital angular mo
mentum (Serber's potential). This con.clusion. was due to the fact that at high energies 
(~ 100 Mev) the n-p differential scattering cross-section (J' (8) in. the center of mass 
system exhibited, within the limits of experimental error, almost complete symmetry around 
90°. Later experiments seem to show2l3l that (j (8) is not· quite symmetrical around 90°. 
Th~se newer experiments ma.y remove an unsatisfactory situation existing previously, viz, 
a cha.rge independent* potential with Se~ber exchange leading to 'complete symmetry of 
ci (8) around 90° does not lead to saturation of nuclear forces. 

The purpose of the present note is to report a calculation of (j (8) for n-p scatter
ing at 100 Mev and 260 Mev in Born's approximation with the help of a potential 

*) We shall assume here charge independence of nuclear forces as all available experimental data is 
consistent with this hypothesis. 
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so chosen a.s to just (see below) satisfy the saturation conditions. The error involved 

in using B:lrn's approxim;;_tion at 100 Mev is estimated by making a rough calculation 

of the corre::tion to (J" in the. second Born approximation. The agreement between theory 

and experiment is reasonable and suggests the desirability of making an exact phase-shift 
calculation of (J" ( 8) . 

These calculations were actually made in 19 51. We feel that in spite of their short

comings the publication of these results may be of some use at the present time. For, 

apart from the general desirability of attempting to explain scattering phenomena at these 

energies in terms of a two body nucleon nucleon interaction satisfying saturation require

ments, in certain other types of problems the use of such a potential is not only desirable 

but necessary. For example, recently Tauber and Wu4l have attempted a Hartree-Fock

Slater type of self consistent treatment for certain nuclei starting from a given two body 

nucle:ln-nucle:ln interaction. · An interaction assumed for such a purpose has to satisfy 

saturation conditions, and these authors have found it useful to restrict the number of 

consta11.ts in the potential by making use of the condition (4) given below. 

We may mention here that with the increasing possibility of obtaining high energy 
beams of polarized nucleons, an alternative method for determining the nucleo11.-nucleon 

interactio11 ma.y become available in the not too distant future. This consists in first 

detern· i:.1ing the phase shifts from the scattering data at various angles and energies and 

then determining the potential which would lead to correct phase shifts. Unlike the 

case of particles of spin zero interacting with central forces, the relevant phase-shifts in 
n-p ar..d p-p scattering cannot be determined from a knowledge of (J" (8) as a function 

of {) alo11.e, because of the spin dependent and non-ceittral forces. As has been shown 

e?..rlier'--6l, however, from a knowledge of angular 2.nd a'limuthal dep~nd.ence of (J" and of 

the pol2.rizatioa on scattering of an incide11.t p:llarisei beam of nucle:lns by u11polarized 

nucleons, a complete determination of releva'.1t phase·shifts is possible, apart from an 

a.mbiguity in sig..'ls which c~ be fixed by other data. A limited number of ph?.se-shifts 

can also be determined by double and triple scattering of an unpolarized beam by unpo
larized targets (see reference 3, chapter XVII). 

§ 2. Choice of potential 

We write the nucleon-nucleon potential in the form 

V=[ao+aa (J"1•(J"2+a., !'1·!'2+aa, (J"l·(J"2!'1·!'2]Vofo(r) 

+[bot+b,e •~·•2] S12Vofe(r), (1) 

where (J" and !' are the spin and isotopic spin operators, s12 is the usual dipole dipole 

iateraction Ofcrator, V0 is a measure of the strength of the interaction, and fo (r) and 

{. (r) denote the radic'!.l dependences of central and tensor interactions. We regard V0, 

fo (r) and {e (r) to be positive and 

Lim. [e(r)/fo(r) =1. (2) 
r~O 

The conditions for saturation of nuclear forces in absence of tensor interaction are7l 
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a0>0, a0 +aa>o, a0 +a,>o, 

a0 +aa,>O, and a0 +aa+a,+aa,>o. 

563 

(3) 

Now sin.ce the observed n-p scattering cross-section deviates only slightly from sym

metry a.rotm.d 90° one must choose the potential to be, as nea.rly as possible, of the 

Serber type. Therefore we take different exchange dependences for the singlet and 

triplet states and assume Serber exchange for the potential in singlet states. This gives 

us a relation between the a's, viz., 

(4) 

The precise exchange depen.dence of triplet states is then obtained by assuming the equality 
sign in the first of the conditions (3), i.e., 

(5) 

It will l::e noticed that with a Serber exch2n.ge for triplet states, saturation is not possible 

irrespective of the exch2nge depen.dence assumed for sin.glet states. Conditions (4) 2.nd 

(5) reduce the number of independent co11stants in the centrd potential to two. Further, 

following Rohrlich and Eisen.stein8l, we assume the exch:!llge dependence of the symmetrical 

theory for the tensor term i.e. bot=O. With the help of (4) and (5), the expressions 

for the potential in the triplet and singlet even states ma.y then be written as 

aty "''"" =- 4a., V 0 fo (r) - 3b.,1 S12 V 0 j; (r), 

I'lj ., .• ,.= -4aa J7ofo (r). 

(6a) 

(6b) 

The constants in (6a) and (6b) ma.y be choeen. to fit the deuteron an.d the low energy 

scattering d2.ta, when.ce dl the unknown.s in (I) become h10wn.. We choose for (6a) 

and (6b) a s.et of expresfioil.s given by Rohrlich a.nd Eisen.teins> with radial depe~1det1ceo 

of the Yukawa type The various unknowns in the potential (I) are then given by1 

a0 =bot=O, aa=0.3665, a.=0.250, 

aa.,=0.2055, b.,1=0.5663, V0 =30.8I7 Mev; 

e-r/ro e-r/rt 
[o(r) =---, j;(r) =--, 

rjr0 rjr0 

where To= 1.202 X I o-la em 

and r1 = I.400 X I o-13 em. 

(7) 

It will be seen that the potential given by (I) and (7) satisfies all the saturatio~: 

t) Actually in refermce 8 the range for singlet statrs is 1.183 X 10-13 em. For smplicity we have 

taken the 1a~grs for triplet and sirglet statrs for central interaction to be the same, viz., 1.202X 10-1" em.· 

1 he slight diffErence in the two 1ar.gcs do£s not materially affect our results. 
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requirements in absence of tensor interaction. The necessary conditions for saturation in 
presence of tensor forces have been worked out by Kanazawa9>. In addition to (3) one 

then has two more conditions. If one remembers that (a) the expect_ation value S of 

s12 has its extreme values + 2 for a needle shaped ellipsoid, and - 1 for a disk shaped 

ellipsoid of collapsed nuclei, and (b) the tensor interaction is zero for singlet sta~es, 

while for triplet states u 1 • u 2 = 1 the conditions II and IV of Kanazawa may be written 

as 

-i (a0 +aa) <bot<a0+aa, 

-i (a0 +aa+a,+aa,) <bot+b,t< (a0 +aa+a,+aa,). 

Conditions (8) may be seen to be satisfie:i by the potential chosen here. 

(Sa) 

(8b) 

Blatt and W eisskopf'> have also given, without proof, conditions for saturation in 

presence of tensor forces. In addition to (8a) and (8b) they give also an inequality 

(9) 

(9), unfortunately is not satisfied by our potential. This condition presumably arises by 

considering a nucleus containing equal number of neutrons and protons with all neutron 

spins pointing in one direction and all proton spins in the opposite direction and may 

be too stringent from the practical point of view. 

Before we give the results of our calculation of n-p scattering cross-sections, we make 

the following comments. First, the tensor term in our potential is, comparatively speak

ing, strong. Presence of rather strong non-central interactions is indicated by polarization 

results in fr-P and n-p scattering (see, for example, reference 3, p. 132). Secondly, we 

have not <!.ttempted to include in our potential any spin orbit coupling term or short 

range repulsive core term. This is because generally the role played by i:hese terms is 

not yet quite clear and specially the saturation conditions_ for a potential containing these 
terms have not been worked out. 

§ 3. N-P scattering cross-sections at 100 and 260 Mev 

With the help of the potential given by (1) and (7) , we have calculated n-p 
differenti2.l scattering cross-section at 100 Mev and 260 Mev in Bo~'s approximation. 

These results are giveil as smooth curves in Fig. 1. The experimental points taken from 

reference 1 2.re marked by circles and refer to experimental data available prior to 1950. 

Broken curves (a) and (b) are taken from Bethe and Morrison3> and represent idealized 

version of the 11ewer but still rather uncertain data at 100 Mev and 300 Mev. We 

may mention here that experimental data is available only for angles 0 greater than about 
35°. 

From Fig. 1 the agreement between experimental data and our calculations may be 

reg2.rded as rezson2hle at 260 Mev since we have used Born's approximation and neglected 
relativistic effects-both these effects are likely to be corrections of the order of 10 to 

20% at this energy. At 100 Mev the experimental and theoretical values 2gree f2.irly 
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well for scattering angles {} ranging from 60° to 180°, and so is the ratio G"(7r) jG"(7rj2). 
However, for 8<60° the agreement is poor indeed. Since at 100 Mev the Born's ap

proximation may be unsatisfactory, we have calculated, by the method given by Jost and 
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Fig. 1. n-p differential scattering cross-section u (D) in the centre of mass system at laboratory 
energies of 100 and 260 Mev. 

___ Calculated u(O) in the standard first Born approximation. 

--·-- Calculated u(D) in the first and second Born approximations at 100Mev (see 
text for details) . 

0, 
T 
0 
.L 

Experimental points (available between about 0=35° and 0=180°). 

Idealised version of experimental data at 100 and 300 Mev (reference 3). 

Pais10l corrections G"/2> at this energy to G"0 <1J (cross-section for central potential in 'the 

standard Born approximation) in second Born approximation for the centml part of our 

potential. It is found that for triplet states G" c <2J / G" c <1J is about 50% in the forward 

directions, diminishing with increasing {} and is about 10 % in backward directions. For 

singlet states this correction is small and symmetrical about 90°. The result of adding 

these corrections to G" in Born's approximation is roughly depicted by the curve c; this 

curve is in better agreement with experiment than the smooth curve. We should mention 
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that corrections to the contribution to lT from tensor forces has not· been calculated in the 

second Born approximation, as these are complicated. 

From the above discussion it would appear that the discrepancy between experimental 

and calculated values is at least partly due to the use of Born's approximation. It is 

hoped to publish a phase-shift calculation of cross-sections at a later date. Finally we 

may mention that the potential such as given here will not explain p-p scattering data 

at intermediate and high energies without introducing either a repulsive core or spin 

orbit coupling term or bothf. 
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+ Note added in proof : The addition of a repulsive core term in the nucleon-nucleon potential 

would probably alter the saturation conditions (3), (8) and (9) radically. As such the potential used in 

this paper is not suggested to the exclusion of other possibilities. The main purpose of this paper is to 

express the view that is desirable to explain nucleon-nucleon scattering data in terms of a potential satisfying 

saturation requirements and to examine one such potential. The authors thank the referee for making some 

very useful comments on their paper. 
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